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2017 Gold Star Champions
Stephen Petch/Michael Wilkinson
on the Woodpecker
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

President’s Notes Autumn 2017
On the 19th September, Steve Gregg left these shores forever! Off to pastures new in
Australia to live closer to his daughter and grandchildren in Melbourne. He had been waiting a
long time to get his papers but at last they arrived and fairly soon, he and Beryl were off to a
new life "down under"
Steve has been part of the BTRDA Rally Family for over 20 years and has been a major
player in the team that has kept the BTRDA Rally Championship at the forefront of UK
Rallying. Right up to the week before his departure he has helped out in every way especially
over the past few months when Chairman Norman Robertson was taken ill and as usual Steve
stepped into the breach.
To say that we shall miss him is an understatement. Together with Howard, Tim and Norman
and Jon, he has been at the heart of running the Series, coming up with new ideas, attending
events, and meetings and was always on the end of the phone to sort out any problems.
On behalf of everyone at BTRDA, may I wish Steve and Beryl all the best for the future, and
no doubt he will be keeping us posted on the motorsport scene in Oz.
As I have mentioned above, Norman Robertson was taken ill earlier in the year and I was
delighted to see him recently on the Woodpecker Rally in Ludlow, chaperoned in this case by
his carer Lyn! ! He is almost back to full recovery. Norman has stepped down as Chairman of
the Rallies Committee to enable him to continue a more peaceful recovery. He has been the
rock at the centre of the organisation of the rally championship. He will be a very hard act to
follow but we have found a new chairman and I am delighted to welcome Neil Cross as
Chairman and Ian Arden who has joined us to help with the on-event co-ordination. I have
every confidence that they will do a great job.
On the 9th September, along with Chairman of BTRDA , Steve Layton, and Directors Mike
Sones and Richard Yapp, I attended the launch of the Protyre MSA Asphalt Rally
Championship in Builth Wells. Organised by Jane Evans it was a super occasion where we
had some SERIOUS FUN. There was about 100 in attendance with a great array of rally cars,
our sponsors Protyre brought along their Pirelli and Michelin trucks, and all six events that are
in championship were represented, even the ones from Northern Ireland, the Isle of Man and
Belgium. The whole event was live streamed on the interweb! Regulations and
announcements of some substantial bonus awards will be announced later in the year. Just to
make quite clear, registered competitors will be able to score points no matter what tyres they
are running, but to receive any bonus awards, tyres must be purchased from Protyre and must
be Pirelli, Michelin or Hoosier.
More details will be announced in the near future.
Apart from the Sporting Trials brigade, who have just resumed competition after their summer
break, we are coming to the climax of all our championships, so can I remind everyone that
we shall be holding our AGM and Awards Luncheon on Sunday 21 January at the Drayton
Manor Park Hotel. This is the same venue as last year, but this year we are in the Hotel.
More details will be in the December edition of BTRDA News.
Mike Broad
56 Heritage Court, Lichfield, Staffs. WS14 9ST
Email: mike.broad@live.co.uk
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Two Situations Vacant
Secretary
As previously notified, the position of Secretary of BTRDA is becoming vacant at
the end of 2017. Although I stayed on an extra year longer than I said I would, I will
be definitely stepping down, come what may, at the end of this year.
There is a more detailed job description available from the Chairman or me – our
contact details are inside the front cover of News. However, this is a summary of
the task.
Arrange four Board and four Council meetings in the year (currently at regular
venues), including taking minutes. Keep official formal paperwork up to date, and
deal with Companies House (20 mins annually, all electronic).
Deal with MSA – again about 30 mins annually, mostly electronic.
Respond to e-mails and telephone calls (may be one per week) concerning BTRDA
from the general public about ‘How do I start rallying/trialling’ and ‘where do I get
information on Rallycross/Rally classes.....’ not to mention the ‘I used to have a car
like......’ questions.
All other tasks that I do for Council can be taken over by someone else on Council,
not necessarily the new Secretary.
Simon Harris

Website Administrator
BTRDA are also looking for a Website Administrator to take over the tasks
undertaken by Liz Cox and Simon Harris for the BTRDA.com website.
The btrda.com website is built on a CMS system (Wordpress) and is very user
friendly. Previous experience of this software is not necessary as Liz can pass on
what she has learnt. Also there are loads of websites on the internet that can give
instructions. Essentially, this role is a liaison between Council and the website
developers (currently Stride Studio). It should also include:
Annually
Acquiring photos of each champion which will go on the front page of the website
for the following year. Update the calendar and map at year end.
Ongoing
Although each sports’ own web-person updates their sections of the website, the
administrator should also be familiar with how to edit the website and be able to
teach new committee members how to do this. Teaching consists of handing over
the “manual” produced by Stride Studio and answering a few basic questions.
Generally, check that nothing untoward has slipped onto the website. There are a
number of files to upload through the year (BTRDA News, Sponsor logos, History
of Championships, etc). Check that each of the championships’ pages are up to
date, especially prior to the new membership year (1st December) when all
championship rules need to be uploaded. This is critical as the membership
website links into these. For more information, please ask Liz.
If you think you can take on either of these important positions, please ask Liz Cox,
Simon Harris or Steve Layton for more information.

Demon Tweeks Direct
BTRDA® Autotest Championship
From The Hot Seat
Well what a Championship year it has been and
I am very sorry that it is over already. To follow
on from where I left off in June, following the
Hartlepool event the circus moved onto to the
Demon Tweeks facilities in Wrexham where the
Knutsford and District MC made good use of the
new areas of tarmac thoughtfully provided by
Ken Ankers during the company’s expansion.
There changeable conditions saw FTD going to
Dave Mosey’s Mini, hotly pursued by Malcolm
Livingston (Lindsay Special), Chris Chapman
(Striker) and a magnificent performance by
Willie Keaning in the Nova to come fourth.

posts and to their credit so were the competitors
who continued seemingly oblivious to the fact
they would have been better equipped with
Aqualungs! (The logic of putting up an umbrella
after you have finished a Test when you have
just been drowned by the bow wave from your
vehicle escapes me.) The addition of several
Irish competitors who had crossed the sea didn’t
help our regulars scores but Richard Pinkney
came a creditable second overall with Dave
Mosey third, Malcolm Livingston fifth and Chris
Chapman sixth. Congratulations to SofSCC for
their tenacity.

Remaining in the North we then moved onto the
Alwoodley event, which was dedicated to Nic
Ayre, who passed away last year, at Sherburn
near to Leeds, where Richard Pinkney
(Caterham 7) regained his dominance after a
bad weekend at Knutsford with an outright win
from Dave Mosey, Chris Chapman and Dave
Evans in the Blitz.

The penultimate round of the Championship
was run by Boundless by CSMA NE London
(yes I know it’s a silly name, but what the hell!),
who moved to a new venue at the Rockingham
Speedway. The site was a large tarmac area
with no natural land marks, which has become
unusual in the Championship, and despite CofC
Mike Biss’ best efforts to add some colour into
the cone layout to help, it seemed to play ticks
with the competitors minds, resulting in virtually
everyone having a momentary “brain fade” at
some point during the day. Despite that the
battle was again intense amongst our front
runners resulting in for the second time in the
year a dead heat between Richard Pinkney and
Dave Mosey decided by use of the tie break,
which again left Dave as the bridesmaid! Chris
Chapman finished third with Dave Fox in the
Nova engined Mini fourth.

Then we did “serious” North with a trip to
Dumfries thanks to the South of Scotland Car
Club and all appreciated the dedication of the
members of that Club who have supported the
Championship by coming “South” on numerous
occasions this year. Unfortunately the Scottish
weather lived up to its reputation by producing a
monsoon soon after the lunch break, and the
flooding of the test site, which elsewhere would
have led to the abandonment of the event.
However, they are a hardy lot so, following a lull
in the deluge, the marshals were back on their

Dave Mosey

So as we came to the final round organised by
the Loughborough
Car Club at
Donington Park,
Richard Pinkney
looked secure for
the Gold Star, but
with Chris
Chapman,
Malcolm
Livingston and
Dave Mosey
breathing down

Photo: Fern Motorsport
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his neck and fighting for the runners up spot.
The weather had turned autumnal with a cold
wind blowing across the site, which again was a
large tarmac area, but Richard Egger, the CofC,
had competed at Rockingham so added some
extra cones to the layout to guide the drivers
which seemed to prevent moments of hesitation.
Everything came together for Livingston, who
had battled with various glitches on the special
during the season, which resulted in a wellearned FTD from the flying Dave Mosey and
Richard Pinkney, who nearly had not made the
event following a transporter breakdown on
route. Chris Chapman had to be content with
fourth place.
Therefore, after one of the closest fought and
best seasons for several years, Richard

regained the Gold Star Championship with 4
FTDs, Dave second with 2, one point ahead of
Malcolm, also with 2 and Chris coming forth,
again with 2. The Silver Star Championship
goes to Dave Fox ahead of John Moffatt
(Westfield) and Mike Biss (Mini) and huge
congratulations to Dafydd Roberts (Corsa) for
becoming our Bronze Star Championship in only
his second full year of Championship
Autotesting, in front of Kelsie Gillespie (Nova)
and Hellen Perren (Retrotester). That leaves
the Class results, more of which next time.
As a postscript the season also ended with
Richard winning the MSA Championship with
Malcolm second from Dave on a tie break!
Would you believe it.
Steve Layton

From the Pits
The final round of the 2017 season, the
Loughborough CC Autotests at Donington
provide a top class win for Malcom Livingston to
top and tail season FTDs after his first one at the
Hagley round. Such has been the competition
rd
this this was only good enough to put him 3
overall as Dave Mosey also had two FTDs but
had one more higher scoring round than
Malcom. That just leaves the Flather Gold Star
Champion to announce. With one more FTD in
his shortened season Richard Pinkney is the
2017 autotester to add the MSA National
championship to his BTRDA Gold Star. No

doubt Pinkney Construction will be building an
extension in Waskerley soon to contain all the
trophies! The other major star, the Silver Star
goes to Dave Fox in his Vauxhall engine mini.
His win will be his last Silver Star for a few years
as a top 10 Gold Star finish puts him out of the
class based competition for at least 5 years.
That’s if the rules stay the same over that period!
The Bronze Star winner doesn’t actually get a
Star (just the Ian Mantle trophy) but the winner
for 2017 certainly deserves one.
Dafydd
Roberts has been in the highly competitive
Class B amongst the quickest Nova drivers in
the UK and has
moved up the
placings as the
year has gone by.
He has developed
his 1.6 Corsa over
the year, a car
which the Irish said
would never be as
good as a Nova.
Can’t remember
why now!

Malcolm Livingston on with way to FTD at Donington Park
Photo: Fern Motorsport

The top 12 Gold
Star competitors
attended
an
average
10.5
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events for the 11 round series which indicates
enthusiastic support for the BTRDA series. Note
that only the 7 best scores count and over the
whole car class structure there was only three
drivers who scored a maximum. To be revealed
in the next News!

the rules 15 years ago we thought that they were
a good starting point for new competitors with
those wanting to use the handbrake moving to
Autotests and those wanting to go faster moving
to Sprints. As always with evolution there was a
twist and now there are many competitors who
just do local Clubman AutoSOLOs and have a
Whilst all appears to be rosy in the BTRDA
wide choice of events to do. It’s a good job there
garden of Autotesting down here in the deep
is a wide choice in the South as many of the
South, well, south of Birmingham, things are not
events have a full entry list. And Targas? I
quite so fine as regards both events and
expect many of readers won’t have come across
competitors in the regional championships. In
this type of event which is classified as a road
my area there are just the combined
rally decided only by tests on private grounds
ACSMC/ASEMC
and
ASWMC
regional
and started up in 2013. The tests are unseen
championships and it looks like the latter one is
which
is
why
there
must
be
a
in its final year according to the regional
navigator/passenger to sit alongside to tell the
association chairman. The ACSMC/ASEMC
driver where to go from a diagram. Tests can be
championship has predominantly grass events
of any length on any surface but the average
counting which do very well at the Clubman
speed must not be over 30mph. To ensure the
level, but then competitors don’t want to get an
average is kept organisers put in Passage
MSA licence in order to get championship points
Checks where the car has to stop and the
(yes, Clubman events can count towards
marshal gives a signature. Some events are
championships but only for regional ones with
held on a single site, such as Wethersfield
the proviso entrants have a MSA licence). To
Airfield or Washingpool Farm whilst some are
my knowledge there has only been 1 tarmac
multivenue with farm tracks being a common
autotest south of the M4 this year, and that was
choice. Then there is the Exmoor Targa which
down in Cornwall!
uses the parts of stages on the Somerset
Where have all the competitors gone? Two
BTRDA round, including the Porlock Toll road.
suggestions from me, AutoSOLO and Targa
On this event last year there were 22 Passage
Rallies.
We were always aware that
Checks/marshals on the 9 mile section of
AutoSOLOs could take some of the autotest
Croydon. It keeps both the driver and the
competitors but sitting on the panel that set up
navigator busy. Many of these events have a
full entry and the
Chelmsford MC’s
upcoming event in
East Anglia is
looking lightly to
run
with
its
maximum of 100.
What
is
the
common
factor
between the two
types of events?
Road going cars!
Yes, your ordinary
road car can be
used
for
both
events and you are
Chris Chapman
Photo: Fern Motorsport
going forwards all
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the time – well meant to, unless you spin! And
to me the use of a standard(ish) road car is one
of the main attractions to both those branches of
motorsport.

Where do Autotests go in the light of the above?
Bring it back to only road going cars? Reduce
the amount of reversing? Demonstrate the skills
to local clubs? Have championships of just 5 or
6 rounds? I wish I knew the answer.
Peter Cox

Championship Positions after Round 11
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4

Gold Star
Richard Pinkney
Dave Mosey
Malcolm Livingston
Chris Chapman
Dave Evans
Dave Fox
John Moffatt
Willie Keaning
Paul Fobister
Warren Gillespie
Silver Star
Dave Fox
John Moffatt
Mike Biss
Mark Thornton
Murray Walker
Bronze Star
Dafydd Roberts
Kelsey Gillespie
Helen Perren
Brynne Cook
Martin MacKenzie
CLASS A
Dave Mosey
Dave Fox
Mike Biss
Rob Rolston

136
134
Lindsay Special 1600 133
RAW Striker
131
Blitz Special 2000
116
Mini 1600
109
Westfield Seven
106
Nova 1600
101
Haigh Special
97
Nova 1600
95
Caterham 7 1600
Mini

Mini 1600
Westfield Seven
Mini 1098
Nova 1600
Nova 1600

65
57
57
56
55

46
31
Retrotester 1590
30
Nova 1600
29
Lindsay Special 1600 29
Corsa 1600
Nova 1600

Mini 1430
Mini 1600
Mini 1098
Mini 1380

70
66
58
28

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
1
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3

CLASS B
Willie Keaning
Warren Gillespie
Mark Thornton
Murray Walker
Dafydd Roberts
CLASS C
Richard Pinkney
Chris Chapman
John Moffatt
Steve Morten
Ian Chapman
CLASS D
Malcolm Livingston
Dave Evans
Paul Fobister
Duncan Wild
Stuart Perren
CLASS E
Gavin Dickson
CLASS H
Kelsey Gillespie
CLASS J
Malcolm Livingston
Dave Evans
Steve Morten
Ian Chapman
Paul Fobister
CLASS L
Kelsey Gillespie
Helen Perren
Steph Carey

Nova 1600
Nova 1600
Nova 1600
Nova 1600
Corsa
Caterham 7 1600
Striker 1800
Westfield Seven
RAW Striker
Xmoor Riot
Lindsay Special 1600

70
66
56
55
46
69
68
57
53
51

Retrotester 1590

70
65
57
48
39

VW Beetle 1600

8

Blitz Special 2000
Haigh Special 1400
ABS Special 1380

Nova 1600
Lindsay Special 1600
Blitz Special 2000
Striker 1800
Xmoor Riot
Haigh Special
Nova 1600
Retrotester 1590
Westfield Seven

70
140
135
123
121
111
66
60
27

Please remember to
quote your Pole Position
membership number to
qualify for Pole Position
discount. Prices shown
are retail and do not
include any discount.
Alpinestars Tech 1

MOTORSPORT

£54.13

Start

FREE

HELMET BAG WITH
SELECTED HELMET
PURCHASES

Sparco Land RG-3.1

£53.08

Sparco Pro RJ-3i

£405.34

OMP 802

OMP First S
Alpinestars Delta

£233.72

Alpinestars SP

from £84.97

Sparco Sprint RS 2.1

from £300.40
Sparco Slalom RB-3

£89.04

Stilo ST5F N

from £423.00

Bell Sport 5

from £320.15

FIA Master Switches

£134.63

from £15.75

FREE

STEEL SIDE MOUNTS
WITH SELECTED
FIA 8859-1999
APPROVED
SEATS

£50.94

OMP First S

£266.77
OMP First S

£96.30

FHR/HANS Devices

FIA Rain Lights

®

from £207.17

from £19.95
Lifeline Plumbed in
Extinguishers

Sparco Sprint

from £130.25
IMPORTANT: VAT must be added to all advertised prices unless otherwise
stated. Express delivery £7.25 or economy service £6.25
75 Ash Road South, Wrexham Industrial Estate, Wrexham, North Wales, LL13 9UG

www.demon-tweeks.co.uk

from £175.09

CALL FREE
ORDER LINE:

0800 854794

MEDIA CODE:

MZ259A

For Sale
Mazda MX5 Mk3 2.0i Sport 2006 model Reg No KV 56 UPE
Mileage 85000
Trevor Smith’s car that he had prepared for AutoSOLOs and is believed to have done just 2 events since
completion of the upgrades.
Engine and suspension modifications by BBR include a Super 200 engine upgrade with new clutch, new
centre exhaust section and a sport
catalyst. Koni springs and shock
absorbers all round and re-aligned
suspension geometry. Hydraulic
handbrake installation.
New alternator recently fitted together
with other sundry renewals. New MOT.
Could be ideal for an allrounder who
wants to do AutoSOLOs,
Production Car Autotests, Sprints and/or
Hill Climbs without swapping or
changing cars.
Offers around £6500 to
Charles Eveson
charles@kernahanservice.co.uk

Meath Engineering (tools) Ltd
BTRDA® AutoSOLO Championship
Going Solo
As I write this there are only three rounds of the Championship to go and currently Alan Wakeman,
having started the season in the Clio and reverting to the Micra midway, leads the field on 65 points,
ahead of Jamie Yapp and Mark Summers who are joint second on 55, both of whom have also used
different cars during the year. Amazingly Alan has competed in 12 of the 15 rounds run so far, as
has Mark; however, Jamie has only done 6 and therefore has one more score to add before he starts
dropping any low ones. So it looks like the final result will not be decided until the final event run by
Knutsford in November, just to keep everyone on tender hooks!
In the Classes, Alan shares the lead of A with Richard Pain (Starlet) and is comfortably in front in B,
whilst Jamie leads C and Mark D. Stephen Mather (Clio) is second in B, Richard Yapp driving Jamie’s
Golf is second in C and BTRDA stalwart Peter Cox (S2000) is currently runner up in D.
As stated in the last News, we have now sent out a Survey Monkey link asking for comments
regarding the format of our Championship and AutoSOLOs in general. My thanks to all of you who
have replied as we have been overwhelmed with the response with, thanks to social media, over 50
coming in within the first 24 hours! The Survey will remain open until the end of September, after
which we will collate the results, which, as you will appreciate, might take some time before we come
to a conclusion. I just hope that there is going to be a trend otherwise we are going to be in big
trouble!
Liam & Jenny Rollings on their
way to FTD at Ross & District’s
event
st

Is this the 1 time an event has
been won whilst carrying a
passenger at National B Level?
Photo: Peter Cox

Alan Wakeman pushing
his Micra hard trying to
catch Liam Rollings at
Ross & District’s event
Photo: Peter Cox
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AutoSOLO Championship Provisional Scores
no.
events
6
8
2
1
1

Best 7
Scores
48
48
8
7
3

Class
1
1
3
4
5

O/A
5
-

Renault Clio 172 1998
Renault Clio 1998
Sport Ka 1600
MGZR 1800
Renault Clio 172 Cup 1998
MGZR 1800
Saxo 1587
Renault Clio 172 Cup 1998
Ford Fiesta 1988
Ford Puma 1700

6
5
6
5
3
5
4
3
2
2

53
46
38
34
29
24
23
20
14
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

6
7
8
11
13
-

CLASS C
Jamie Yapp
Richard Yapp

VW Golf 2000
VW Golf 2000

2
1

19
8

1
2

-

CLASS D
Mark Summers
Peter Cox
Richard Yapp
Mike Sones

MX5 1840
Honda S2000 2000
MX5 1840
MX5 1840

10
7
3
2

54
26
24
15

1
2
3
4

10
12

12
6
12
8
6

65
55
55
52
31

CLASS A
Alan Wakeman
Richard Pain
Richard Mortimer
Jamie Yapp
Richard Yapp

Nissan Micra 1300
Toyota Starlet 1332
Ford Fiesta 1250
Vauxhall Nova SR 1297
Vauxhall Nova SR 1297

CLASS B
Alan Wakeman
Stephen Mather
David Graves
Richard Olsen
Jamie Yapp
Emma Olsen
Richard Mortimer
Richard Yapp
Ben Heggs
Mark Summers

COMBINED
Alan Wakeman
Jamie Yapp
Mark Summers
Richard Yapp
Richard Mortimer

Mark Summers in his
Puma at Ross &
District’s AutoSOLO
Photo: Peter Cox
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1
2
2
4
9
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In Discussion with Jamie Yapp
Born: 1983 Lives: Oxfordshire Occupation:
Forensic Psychologist

friendly rivalry that ensued both within the
different class battles, and for overall honours.

Currently competing in:

What tips would you pass onto
someone who wants to start
competing?

BTRDA
Allrounders
championships. Sprints,
Rallycross.

and
Autosolo
Hillclimbing and

Motorsports Career Highlights:
BTRDA Allrounders Gold Star Champion 2016,
2x BTRDA Autosolo Challenge Champion.

What got you interested in motorsport
in the first place?
I used to go and watch my dad compete in
Autotests from the age of 3 I think. I had my own
little pedal powered go-kart that I used to
practice my reverse throws and handbrake turns
in…I think there’s some embarrassing footage
on a BTRDA anniversary video somewhere…

What car do you use now, and how
much does a season cost you?
I’ve had a 1988 Vauxhall Nova 1.3 SR for over
12 years now. We’ve fixed and modified it along
the way to keep us competitive, and I still get a
lot of pleasure from extracting every last inch of
performance out of it! I’ve also got a Renault
Clio 172 Cup, and my dad’s Mazda Mx5 Mk1 in
the ‘Yapp stable’ – different horses for different
courses. An average season in an Autosolo is
inexpensive - £30 entry fee per event, plus some
new rubber now and again. You could do 10
events per season and see change from £500.

What do you enjoy about your
particular form of motorsport?
I actually competed in the first ever AutoSolo run
by Bristol Motor Club, back in 2003, or
something like that, in my Gran’s 1100 Fiesta.
The Nova came along shortly afterwards, and I
really enjoyed the incredibly close, fierce, yet

AutoSolo’s are a great form of motorsport, for
both beginners, and so-called experts. They
require a great degree of precision and skill to
get every last inch out of the car. My biggest tips
would be, firstly, to have fun, everybody is very
friendly, and always pleased to welcome
newcomers to the sport. It is a good idea to walk
each course layout at least two times (there are
normally four different layouts per day). Each
layout has cones laid out in numerical order, so
it is very easy to see where you’re going.
However, the walk is good to note key cones in
terms of your lines. I always look 3-4 cones
ahead when I’m walking and later driving in
order to keep my line as smooth and fast as
possible. The key to Autosolo’s is momentum,
and the best lines will give you the best
momentum. You also want to ensure that you’re
always doing something, if you’re not braking,
then why aren’t you on the accelerator?! That’s
what I keep telling my dad anyway.

Why would you recommend taking up
motorsport?
Motorsport has proved to be a welcome
distraction from the relative stresses of daily life
for me. When you are competing, you are able
to channel your efforts into being competitive,
and getting the most out of yourself and the car
on any given day.
It is also enjoyable
developing the car as you go along to suit your
driving style. When you’re in the car, it’s just
you, the car, and the course ahead, and there
can be a sense of mastery when you keep
improving. It can often then you give you a
sense of confidence and accomplishment to
take back into the working week.
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MOT PLUS Watford are proud to be sponsoring the BTRDA Clubmans Rallycross Championship this year.
Gary Pusey can be found driving his 550bhp Subaru Impreza Supercar in the Championship this year

MOTPLUS is an independent MOT,
servicing and repair centre
It's what we do best!
Established in 1995, our Watford
branch has completed nearly 100,000
MOT tests! Our highly experienced
staff are experts on all aspects of MOT
testing, repairs and servicing.

Vehicles we test
MOTPLUS tests all makes and models
of car (Class 4), plus light commercial
vehicles up to 3.0 tonnes design
gross weight. Please note that we
are not able to test Class 7 Vans,
Motorcycles or Heavy Goods
Vehicles.

IS YOUR VECHICLE 3-6 YEARS OLD?
30% OFF AN INTERIM SERVICE
VALID UNTIL 31 MARCH 2016 *
EXCLUDING PARTS
(PROMO CODE 310316)
Address: 8 Finway Court, Whippendell Road, Watford, WD18 7EN
Monday – Friday: 8:30 – 5:30
Saturday: 8:30 – 2:30
Sunday: Closed
Telephone: 01923 243277

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship in
partnership with Toyo Tires
Rounds 4 and 5 Pembrey 5/6 August 2017
Rear wheeled drive campaigners Allan Tapscott
th
and Mark Jones each claimed a win in the 4
th
and 5 rounds of the BTRDA Clubman’s
Rallycross Championship at Pembrey in the
SuperModified category.
Having been forced to miss the Irish double
header in the BRX series due to last minute
suspension damage 2 weeks earlier Tapscott
was twice fastest in the fourth qualifying races
on Saturday in South Wales to secure pole for
the A final in his rear wheeled drive Vauxhall
Corsa. He went on to claim victory ahead of
Mike Dresser.
Racing a Lotus Exige freshly built for the 2017
season, Dresser returned to the podium after a
sabbatical from the sport. His new car is a more

AS PERF_hh 01/12/2015 11:26 Page 1

refined version of the machine that he
introduced to the category 15 years ago, and
formed the basis of a concept that has won
multiple British titles since.
Phil Chicken completed the podium in his Super
1600 specification Citroen C2 after Irish driver
Kieran Curran was handed a 2 second penalty,
th
which dropped him to 4 .
On Sunday in round 5 it was Dresser’s turn to be
twice fastest in the qualifying races to attach his
name to pole position for the main race.
However, he had a spin in the A Final. That
th
meant that Jones, who had been 5 on the
opening day scored victory with his Toyota MR2
while Chicken went one better than his day one
nd
rd
result with 2 and Tapscott was 3 .

Motor sport specialists
Custom engineering

Wholesale, Trade & Retail Enquiries Welcome
Sole distributor/manufacturer of Harvey Smith & Carl Davey Designs products
E

info@asperformance.com T 0191 410 3770 www.asperformance.com

Wroot Contracts Ltd are commercial joinery and
building refurbishment contractors, formed in
2013 by former employees of JW Joinery &
Carpentry Ltd, a company that had a well
deserved reputation for being reliable and
professional and who worked safely, producing
quality work to budget and time. It is because of
those features that the majority of turnover for
JW Joinery and now Wroot Contracts is repeat
business coming from satisfied clients and
personal recommendations.
The company is based in Thorne, South Yorkshire,
and they undertake site work all over Yorkshire
and the surrounding areas.
The Director undertakes the Company's project
management ensuring clients receive the best
possible service by providing efficient
programming of works, monitoring progress, and
managing each aspect of all contracts.
Wroot Contracts is Constructionline SSIP
accredited and work with professional advisers to
maintain and continuously improve Health &
Safety standards. All staff and sub contractors
hold CSCS cards.
Wroot Contracts can undertake full joinery or
refurbishment and building packages with
experienced staff being able to carry out all first
and second fix work on either new buildings or
the refurbishment or renovation of existing ones,
offering a number of options from labour only,
supply and fix or labour and fixings only.
Visit our website at www.wrootcontracts.com.

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship in
partnership with Toyo Tires
Richard Todd started from pole position in the
Production A Final on both days in his Peugeot
106, but in round 4 it was local driver Jeff HopeDavies who fought back from a heavy body shell
bending crash in the previous round of the series
at Pembrey to score victory. Todd was 2nd and
former Hot Hatch racer Graham Rumsey
rd
climbed to 3 in the final.

scoring Junior Superfinal aimed at giving the
young racers more seat time. Tom Middleton
nd
finished 2 in the A Final on Sunday with
rd
newcomer Ross Connolly 3 on his debut
weekend in the sport.

The same trio filled the podium on Sunday but
Todd and Hope-Davies swapped positions,
Todd claiming the victory.

Roger Thomas won the Clubman 4x4
(Supercar) final in round 4 in his Vauxhall Astra
ahead of ‘Mad’ Mark Watson but was then out
for the weekend with engine dramas. Having
won the Production 4x4 Category on Saturday,
Liam manning then claimed victory in an
amalgamated final for all of the 4-wheel drive
cars on Sunday in his Subaru Impreza. He lead
home Watson, who experienced boost problems
with his Citroen Xsara.

Brian Hardman scored a brace of wins in the
Historic category in his Ford escort Mk2, on
each occasion finishing ahead of Michael Grant,
son of British Championship Supercar stalwart
Andy Grant. Grant Jr was driving an immaculate
Ford Fiesta. Nick Potter completed the podium
in round 4 on Saturday ahead of Peugeot 205
campaigner Ryan Stutchbury, but it would be
Stutchbury who would reach the podium in
Sunday’s final.
Ford Escort racer Shaun
Buckley qualified on pole position for the final in
round 5 but experienced dramas during the race
th
and finished 4 .
Tom Constantine won the Junior final on each
day aboard his Suzuki Swift. On Saturday, he
beat title rival Jaidon Bennett and cousin James
Constantine, before Bennett won the non-points

Constantine also won Sunday’s Superfinal,
while Bennett was forced out of round 5 with
some engine problems.

Best Newcomers - Congratulations to Dan
Beattie, running 13 did not prove to be unlucky
for him and he won Saturday’s Best Newcomer
at his first ever Rallycross in his Production 4x4
Subaru, great starts were seen by Dan.
Congratulations to 14-year-old Aaron Whelan
over from S. Ireland for winning Best Newcomer
on Sunday in his Junior Rallycross 1000cc
Nissan Micra, Aaron does not lack total
commitment, that’s for sure.

Ross Connolly makes his debut into Rallycross.
Ross came from a background in Karting.
Starting out in the Brentwood Race League
taking podiums. Moving into Owner driver
karting in Junior Subaru 2015-2016 runner up in
the Championship in his Rookie Year. With
some Autograss races / Podiums at Invicta
Raceway giving him experience off the track
Ross was gaining a taste for a mixture of
surface's.
Ross joined Extreme22 racing division A team,
a new team which supported its drivers on and
off the track. Established in 2017 and supported
by Mutation Motorsport they encourage its
drivers to improve their overall knowledge of
mechanics and feedback.
Ross moved into the Junior Saloon Car
Clhampionship (JSCC) in 2017 however due to
exams he always knew his chances of a

championship would be very limited due to
missing rounds.
With this in mind Ross had some short term
goals for the year. Gain as much experience as
possible on and off the track. Manage to stand
on the podium top 3 in any event he competed
in. This would be Ross's Rookie year in the
JSCC so that would be quite a step.
Within the first 5 rounds that Ross competed in
Ross took 2nd in round 1 at Croft. And driver of
the meeting in Pembrey. Ross was consistently
within the top 10 and regularly mixing it with the
veterans in the Top 5.
During the season Ross worked with Albatec
Racing, a top Rallycross team competing in the
European Championship. Ross had previously
worked for them in 2016 and wanted to continue

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship in
partnership with Toyo Tires
to learn from them. Albatec Racing supported
Ross in showing him the world of Rallycross.
Having a gained a taste for RallyCross and
experienced various forms of racing on and off
the track Ross already had a taste for a fast
paced challenging form of racing. The natural
progression to challenge him would be
Rallycross.
Extreme22 had an opportunity for a driver to join
them in the BTRDA championship to test his
skills.
Ross joined the team for round 4 / 5 at Pembrey
racing in the Junior Rallycross Category. This
would be the first time he had raced on mixed
surfaces and the first time he had used the car a Rookie.
Ross proved he had what it took to challenge at
the front.
Day two in Round 5 the next day Ross finished
on the podium taking 3rd overall in the Junior
Rallycross A Final.
Ross said " I was lost for words with the BTRDA
rallycross and the racing, it’s just amazing.,

really challenging to drive. Close competitive
fast paced racing, and I’m really, really pleased
to take a podium 3rd within my first event. I can’t
recommend the BTRDA enough with TV
coverage of the racing and Extreme22 for giving
me a competitive car in their first event. I'm
looking towards the future. I have plans to
increase my racing in 2018. Challenge myself
even more and learn more to make myself a
great all round driver. I believe I have what it
takes to win a championship and I can’t wait to
prove myself"
Ross continues to finish the last round of the
JSCC at Brands on the 23/24th September and
then see what options are available to him.
Extreme22racing division has cars available for
2017 rounds Blyton and Croft for hire. Ross
plans on joining the team for future events and
is looking forward to increasing his growing
ambition to prove that he has what it takes to win
at whatever he puts his mind to.
www.extreme22.co.uk

Ross
receiving
his award
at
Pembrey

Richard Todd

Allan Tapscott followed by
Gary Mitchell, Marc Jones,
Paul Johnson, Stratis
Photos by Trevor Coulson

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship in
partnership with Toyo Tires
Results after Pembrey Round 5
st

BTRDA Championship Overall

1
2nd
3rd
th

6
7th

Brian Hardman
Jeff Hope-Davies
Shaun Buckley
Mike Grant
Marc Jones
Graham Rumsey
Ryan Stutchbury

197
181
168
168
168
167
163

BTRDA Supermodified Category
SuperModified Championship Overall
st
1
Marc Jiones
168
2nd Paul Johnson
159
rd
3
Allan Tapscott
150
th
4
Phil Chicken
140
5th
Gary Mitchell
135
st

1
nd
2

1st

Up to 1600cc
Phil Chicken
Connor Hook
Kieran Curran

133
128
113

1601 to 2100cc
Paul Williams

66

BTRDA Production Category

st

1
nd
2
rd
3
th
4
5th
6th
st

1
nd
2
rd
3
st

st

1
nd
2
rd
3

Over 2101cc
Marc Jones
Paul Johnson
Allan Tapscott

179
169
152

1
nd
2
rd
3
st

st

1
nd
2
rd
3

BMW Mini
Statios Hatzistefanis
David Bell
Bradley Durdin

166
110
77

1
nd
2
3rd

Production Championship Overall
Jeff Hope Davies
181
Graham Rumsey
167
Mark Finch
146
Lee Green
144
Joe Meskauskas
142
Leigh Hickey
124
1600 8V
Leigh Hickey
Steve Hickey
Luke Mason

159
140
138

1600 16V
Jeff Hope Davies
Graham Rumsey
Joe Meskauskas

185
173
154

1601 to 2000
Mark Finch
Martin Rodgers
Eddie Gibbs

185
162
111

BTRDA Clubmans Rallycross Championship.

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship in
partnership with Toyo Tires

Production 4 x 4 Category
BTRDA Historic Category
st

1
nd
2
th

4
th
5
st

1
nd
2
rd
3
st

1
nd
2
rd
3

1

st

st

Overall
Brian Hardman
Shaun Buckley
Mike Grant
Ryan Stutchbury
Nick Potter

197
168
168
163
132

Supermodified
Shaun Buckley
Mike Grant
Scott Stutchbury

171
169
133

Modified
Brian Hardman
Ryan Stutchbury
Darren Owen

172
155
37

Classic Minicross
Craig Truelove

1
nd
2
rd
3

Mike Manning
Paul Davies
Liam Manning

180
145
139

Clubman 4 x 4 Category
st

1
nd
2
rd
3

Roger Thomas
Mark Watson
Simon Horton

114
110
104

Junior
Rallycross
40

st

1
nd
2
rd
3

Tom Constantine
Jaidon Bennett
James Constantine

Brian Hardman
Photo: Trevor Coulson

197
176
166

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship in
partnership with Toyo Tires
In with the news;
2017 has already seen many new drivers and cars join the grid, former production driver
Fred Ling will debut his brand new Ford Fiesta MK6 powered by a 2000cc engine at
th
Blyton on October 15 . Sixteen year old Ross Connolly (Extreme 22 Racing Division
driver) is making the switch from the JSCC to Rallycross driving a 1400cc Junior
Rallycross Peugeot 106, before moving up to the Production 4x4 category in a Nissan
Pulsar towards the end of this year. This will also see this family team run cars in the
junior category with the aim of making the sport more accessible to new junior drivers.
Dan Beattie is also making his debut in Rallycross driving a Production 4x4 Subaru
Impreza. Former Kenyan Rally driver Imran Mogul will debut a new Mitsibishi Mirage in
the Clubman 4x4 category. Welshman Mike Manning will also return to the main 4x4
category driving his 565BHP Ford Puma T16.
__________________________________________________________________________
BTRDA RX Snippets
Dates for your diary - With the future of the Blyton Rallycross Circuit secure for another
year after the take-over by ‘Ginetta’ this see’s the first events in the 2018 calendar to be
‘provisionally’ pencilled in as;
th
•
Sunday February 19 Blyton Park Rallycross Test Day
th
•
Sunday March 25 Rallycross event organised and run by the MDA
th
•
Sunday October 14 Rallycross event organised and run by the MDA
Other events for the 2018 season will be announced in due course with conversations
taking place with all current circuits being used as well as some new ones.
BTRDA Rallycross on TV; For the first time in 2017 the BTRDA has seen stand alone TV
coverage which is receiving some great viewing figures on Motorsport.tv, Premier TV
and on You Tube. The coverage has been fantastic by 24.7 TV and conversations are
already taking place to further enhance this coverage in 2018 with both in the way it is
broadcast and also on which channels.
Breaking News; From Round 4 of the Championship onwards the events will now also
be shown on terrestrial freeview television on the brand new ‘Freesports’ channel which
can be found on channel 95.
New 1400cc Production Class; In 2018 we will launch a new 1400cc class within the
Production category, with cars to be built to the same specification as Junior
regulations thus meaning parents and the children can build and use the same car within
the BTRDA Rallycross Championship. This class along with the Junior category is for
Production based vehicles built to strict regulations, up to 1400cc and will make it even
more accessible to enter the Championship.
European Interest is High; Over the past 4 seasons the season Finale and the final round
of the BTRDA Championship has firmly established itself as the biggest Rallycross
event in the UK. 2017 looks to be no different with entries expected to be high both from
UK, Irish and European drivers, with Jos Sterkens, Ford Escort Turbo and Roger
Lippens Ford Escort MK3 already confirmed.

Autosport International Clubmans Rallycross Championship in
partnership with Toyo Tires

Rallycross Championship Awards – Jordine Wadge
In years gone by the BTRDA Rallycross Championship have presented their awards at the annual BTRDA
luncheon, as is the tradition, and last year had the biggest number of attendees across all the disciplines.
This year however, the Championship have opted to move the presentation of their awards to a slightly less
formal affair, in joining with the Minicross Drivers Association for their Annual Dinner, Dance and Awards
Celebration. The move comes with the backing of numerous drivers who over the years have requested an
evening awards presentation with the chance to have a dance. We hope that the evening will be a great
success and that it will gauge a mass of support from drivers, families and organisers alike.
th

The event will take place at Scalford Hall Hotel, Melton Mowbray on the 9 December with more details
being released closer to the event. If you’d like more information sooner however, please contact Jordine
either by email (wadgej.tcm@gmail.com) or on Facebook.
We are looking forward to our joint awards night
with the MDA in December.

Well HERE is your chance…………..

Fancy Trying Rallycross?
Hire ME from ONLY £400 per
Rallycross event

JDG Performance are offering you the chance to HIRE a
Production Citroen C2 Rallycross Car and have a go
*from £400 per round*
*conditions apply*

Hire ME from
ONLY £400 per
Rallycross event

Talk to the JDG team in the paddock race number 57 in
the Production category or Contact Joe Meskauskas on;
01604 495900 E Mail; j.dgarage@yahoo.com

Can we take this opportunity to remind all drivers
to return their perpetual awards from the 2016
Rallycross Season at the next round, Blyton Park on
th
October 15 – we know that you will be there as
there are points and a half are on offer!
As a point of clarification, the Association Annual
Lunch and Awards presentation will take place as
normal at the Drayton Manor Hotel in Tamworth on
21st January 2018, more information will follow in
the Winter News issue.
For many years Rallycross has offered their
Champions & Sponsors at least 1 complimentary
invitation for the Annual Lunch. We can confirm
that we will again be able to extend complimentary
invitations to the Champions for next January’s
Lunch and Awards presentation.
Potential Champions – all that you have to do is to
remember that next January you will need to bring
your perpetual award with you on the day please all
polished and ready for the main awards table. Kath
S will be ensuring that you do not forget ………

Midlands leading Motorhome Specialists
The Motorhome Department are proud to be sponsoring the BTRDA Clubmans Rallycross Championship this year.

AVM are proud to be sponsoring the BTRDA Clubman Rally Cross
series this year. Proprietor (Dave Attiwell) completed his first full
season in 2016 and won the Super-modified up to 2.0 Litre class in
his Race prepared Peugeot 106 GTi. This season he will be
competing in a 1600 Nova which he has built from the ground up,
specifically for the 2017 season.
AVM are a North Bristol based
company that specialise in
Motorsport and Restorations. We
also service and maintain a number of
vehicles ranging from everyday
Peugeots, through to track ready
Porsches. With plenty of workshop
space so if you have that vehicle that needs some long overdue TLC,
modernisation or preparing for track, then we will be happy to talk
to you.
If you want to know more about AVM then either find one of us in
the paddock, visit our website (www.avmrx.co.uk), drop us an
email info@avmrx.co.uk or give us a call (07775764839).

Karl Skitt can be found driving his Vauxhall Calibra V6 in the Historic Category in all rounds this year.

The team behind Motorhome Department Limited has many
years of experience buying and selling; motorhomes,
campervans and caravans, and they have now formed a new
company to embrace a new face to the business which
focuses on you, the customer. If you are looking to sell your
vehicle we have innovative ideas to help you achieve your
goal with the minimum of fuss and at no cost to you (please
contact us for further details). Alternatively if you are looking
to buy we can help you source a vehicle that meets both your
needs and budget. By monitoring the market we ensure our
vehicles are competitively priced and as we are mainly
internet based you are not subjected to forecourt prices.

We presently cover the Midlands and the South
East, although we are keen to expand across the
UK. If necessary we can help facilitate the delivery
of your newly acquired leisure asset anywhere in
the country and can also offer a warranty, new
MOT and service all of which are subject to terms
and conditions. Our service is based on trust and
we aim to give the very best to both buyer and
seller.

If you would like to know more about how we can help you sell your leisure asset, please contact
sales@motorhomedepartment.com
Telephone: 0333 577 7114

BTRDA® Allrounders Championship
Supported by NuCasa
ALLROUNDERS – THREE QUARTERS ROUND
Our Championship has reached the point at
which the remaining events in the calendar of
Serious fun are reducing and your options are
now very limited when looking for that third
sport/last event(s) required to qualify for our
Championship awards. We recently sent an
email to you all listing the events available for
the remainder of this year, which we trust was
helpful.
It would appear from the scores so far this year
that a higher percentage of entrants may not
have been able to compete in a third sport group
to qualify. Having said that we have 12
Championship entrants under the age of 25, 5
are committed to rallycross and are also under

16 so do not have a road license as yet. Even if
they were allowed to use another suitable car in
the family for a Car Trial or Autosolo, their
choices are restricted, and obviously they need
to be taken to and from all their events. But we
may have planted an idea for the future for trying
other sports. The highest placed under 25’s are
Tom and James Constantine and Connor Hook.
Currently topping our points chart is former
champion John Fox, using Autosolo, Speed and
Autotests for his 102.53, chased by John
Wadsworth with Car trials, Speed and Autosolo
for his 81.70, including a magnificent 19.26 for
winning the class at Prescott recently. This is
the highest individual score this year and one of
very few over the years in the 19+
bracket. This year so far John W,
also competing in the Maxda MX 5
championship, has competed in over
40 events.
Next is long time
Allrounders supporter Richard Yapp,
like our leader with Autosolo, Speed
and Autotests for 75.12. Richard
also leads the challenge for The
Davijon Trophy by using the ONE car
for all events with his Mazda MX5.
Also now qualified is Alan Wakeman
who used a Rover at the WSSCC car
trial as his third sport/sixth event. His
other scores have been gained from
the Speed and AutoSOLO Groups.
So far the only other qualifier for the
main Championship and the Davijon
at the time of writing for this News is
me, Phil Darbyshire, in the largely
uncompetitive BMW 1.6d. There are
a few others, not least Nick Pollitt
and Dave Walker, who can join the
list in the remaining few events of the
year.
The current scores are in this News
and will be posted on our website,
www.btrda.com.
When looking back at results from
past years some of our Champions
have used Sporting Trials as a main
source of achieving good scores. In
the last few years no entrant has
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BTRDA® Allrounders Championship
Supported by NuCasa
used Sporting Trials. I
used
to
try
and
encourage Rally Codrivers to have a go at
Allrounders,
and
eventually
Richard
Crozier finished in a
worthy third last year.
Well, it is time the
Sporting Triallers came
back!

Peter Stephenson on the Woodpecker Stages
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

I recently entered an
Autosolo for Allrounders
points. On arrival at the
venue I zeroed the trip
milometer, to record just
how far the tests were,
and I remembered to reset after the event before
going home. The distance travelled on event
was 6.1 miles. I walked each of the four tests
twice, each test was driven three times. I
calculate the distance walked was approx one
mile, give or take a few yards. That’s probably
more walking than a Car Trial, Sprint or Autotest
and less than a hillclimb, but good fun all the
same. Following on from the Autosolo my next
event was the last car trial in our calendar
organised by W&SSCC car club. Again I zeroed
my milometre at the start. Distance covered 6.8
miles with assessed walked distance a mere

300 yards or so, although I appreciate that
others on the event, not least the marshals, will
have walked much further.
Back to Sporting Trials. With the second half of
their Championship underway a visit to see one
of their events could be an ideal fun day out.
Why not marshal. You’ll be made most welcome
at events. Clubs need help at most events. If
you can help and can let them know in advance
all the better.
That’s it for now, hope to see you at some of the
remaining events in our calendar of Serious Fun.
Whatever the weather, enjoy your motorsport,
Phil D

Tony Lynch
sharing
Mick Harriman’s
Audi at
Loton Park
in July
Photo:
Steve Whitefoot
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BTRDA® Allrounders Championship
Supported by NuCasa
NuCasa BTRDA Allrounders Championship
th
Provisional Overall Scores to 12 September 2017
John Fox
John Wadsworth
Richard Yapp
Richard Yapp
Alan Wakeman
Phil Darbyshire
Jamie Yapp
Dave Walker
Tom ConstantineU
Barrie Parker
Dave Evans
Nick Pollitt
James ConstantineU
Paul Johnson
Richard Egger
Peter Stephenson
Duncan Wild
Connor HookU
Tony Lynch
Morgan WrootU
Bill Bourne
David Allman
Bert Greenaway
Pat Egger
Aaron WhelanU
Todd CrooksU
Alastair Moffatt
Mathew DaviesU
Gemma WeeksU
Ethan ReesU
Tom EassonU
Jordine WadgeU
Andrew Dobrovolskis

Score Grp Score Grp Score Grp Score Grp Score Grp Score Grp Total
15.00 A
18.00 G
17.14 G
16.92 H
17.14 H
18.33 H
102.53
14.29 B
15.56 B
13.33 B
17.04 G
19.26 G
2.22 H
81.70
10.00 A
11.00 G
15.15 G
13.33 H
13.33 H
12.31 H
75.12
10.00 A
15.15 G
8.89 G
10.00 H
13.33 H
13.33 H
70.70
6.00 B
5.71 G
2.86 G
18.00 H
15.00 H
13.33 H
60.90
5.00 B
1.82 B
2.00 B
6.67 G
4.62 G
1.54 H
21.65
19.00
10.00
17.50
17.14
15.00
5.71
10.00
12.86
6.67
12.00
10.00
10.00
16.00
2.50
8.33
6.00
2.86
2.00
5.00
12.00
12.00
11.11
6.67
7.50
8.89
3.33

G
A
E
B
A
B
E
E
A
C
A
E
G
E
F
B
A
A
E
E
A
C
B
E
C
E

18.00
10.00
17.50
16.67
17.50
13.33
15.00
12.31
8.00
8.57
10.00
8.57
9.00
10.00
13.33
10.00
2.50
10.77
7.50

H
B
E
B
A
B
E
E
A
C
A
E
G
E
F
B
A
C*
E

4.44
2.50

B
E

1.67

E

16.67
11.43
17.50
17.78
17.50
7.27
12.50
12.00
8.00
10.00
10.00
6.67

H
B
E
B
A
B
E
E
A
C
A
E

10.00

E

1.82
4.00

B
B

18.46
11.43

H
B

10.00

H

10.00

G

7.69

H

10.77

C

8.00

B

72.13
52.86
52.50
51.59
50.00
44.00
37.50
37.17
33.44
30.57
30.00
25.24
25.00
22.50
21.66
17.82
17.36
12.77
12.50
12.00
12.00
11.11
11.11
10.00
8.89
5.00

A - Autotest
B - Car Trials
C - Forest Rally
D - Asphalt Rally
E - Rallycross
F – Sporting Trials G - Speed
H – AutoSOLO
* Indicates Rally Co-driver; Blue italics indicates one car score; U indicates Under 25

Membership Report
Allrounders
AutoSOLO

31
15

Autotest
Car Trial

39
29

Forest Rally
Rallycross
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87

Sporting Trial

58
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RAVENOL BTRDA® Rally Series
PETCH STRIKES GOLD!...
Having already taken three outright victories on
previous rounds of the RAVENOL BTRDA Rally
rd
Series®, 3 overall on the penultimate event,
the Eventsigns Woodpecker Stages, was
enough for Stephen Petch and Michael
Wilkinson to confirm their position as 2017
BTRDA Gold Star® Rally Champions. Exactly a
quarter of a century since Steve Petch Snr. put
his name on the trophy, Stephen can go to the
final round of the series, the Trackrod Forest
Stages, in his Fiesta WRC without any
Championship pressures and try to improve on
the runner-up spot he took last year.
So, what of the others?.... Callum Black’s first
season in a Fiesta R5 has been a revelation the young Brackley driver came very close to
winning the BTRDA Silver Star® Championship
a couple of years ago in a Citroen DS3 and, in
the interim, has successfully transferred his
allegiance to a four-wheel drive car. With Elliott
Edmondson ensconced in the co-driver’s seat,
Black has been hanging on to Petch’s shirt tails
for much of the season and it was only a matter
of time before he got the better of him. At the
same time as maintaining their 100% finishing
record which saw them leading the Gold Star
table for much of the season, the roles were
eventually reversed on the Woodpecker when
nd
2 overall gave Black/Edmondson their first
maximum score in the BTRDA Series.
However, as outlined above, it was too late to
affect the outcome but, at the same time, it’s fair
to say that a point has been made!

Former Gold Star Champion Hugh Hunter has
taken some time to acclimatise himself to
rallying a Fiesta. Accompanied by Rob Fagg,
the results have been sporadic but a win on the
non-Championship Manx National Rally in May
obviously did wonders for their confidence.
Putting aside a DNF on the Nicky Grist Stages,
th
4 place on the Woodpecker, a mere 11s off a
rd
podium finish, moves them up to 3 in the Gold
Star rankings with just the final round to go.
Tom Preston (Skoda Fabia R5) and a returning
Peter Stephenson (Focus WRC) impressed on
occasions but, in the former’s case, absence
from a couple of events didn’t help his cause.
2013 Gold Star runner-up Connor McCloskey
was another to return to the scene of his former
triumph - the Ulsterman lost out on a tie-break
for the title! - but, despite a strong start, elected
not to continue after mid-season. One of the
most disappointed crews this year must be Luke
Francis/John H Roberts - their Mitsubishi Lancer
EVO9 is a proven winner at this level but, having
given thanks to the good Lord following the
cancellation of the Cambrian which they weren’t
able to start following an RTA the previous day,
their season just went from bad to worse! Top
Five finishes on the Plains and the Woodpecker
are all they have to show for their trouble but, no
doubt, they’ll be back!
Carlisle’s Peter Taylor breezed into the
Championship in his new Fiesta, won the
Carlisle Stages, finished runner-up to Petch on
the Nicky Grist - and promptly breezed out
again! Martyn & Dawn England
acquitted themselves admirably on
both the Somerset & Nicky Grist
Stages before retiring on the
Woodpecker, while outgoing Gold
Star Champions Charlie Payne/Carl
Williamson debuted their new car on
th
the Plains. 8 place was followed by
th
a DNF, a DNS and 6 on the
Woodpecker, leaving just the driver’s
‘home’ event, the Trackrod Forest
Stages which he won last year, to try
and lift their Championship placing.

Sam Bilham/Cameron Fair on the Nicky Grist Stages
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

This year the BTRDA Production
Cup® has not only seen a procession
of Lancer EVOs and Impreza starting

RAVENOL BTRDA® Rally Series
events in close proximity but also, on occasions,
finishing them in similar style.
Russ
Thompson/Andy
Murphy
and
Sacha
Kakad/James Aldridge have both finished every
round so far and, in the process, taken two
maximums apiece. The points table is such that
they must now take their fight to the North York
Moors to decide who will be the 2017
Champions. Having been absent through 2016,
Pat Naylor/Ian Lawrence immediately banished
any worries about match fitness by taking
maximums on the first two rounds of the season
but, with the leaders’ reliability, a retirement on
the Somerset Stages has put them on the back
foot since. Richard Hill/Steffan Evans and Andy
Davies/Max Freeman shone on occasions, but
the pace at the front is such that, in order to be
successful, every occasion matters!

category for himself on the Nicky Grist.
However,
a
non-appearance
on
the
Woodpecker brought that run of success to a
close.
Ed Fossey and co-driver Chris Sharpe-Simkiss
have taken five good scores on the events they
have contested in their Toyota Yaris to maintain
their lead in the Thomas Panels BTRDA 1400®
Championship. However, maximums for Dave
& Toby Brick (Nova) on both the Nicky Grist and
Woodpecker have put them in touching distance
of the lead and this is another battle that will be
fought out to the death on the Trackrod! Carl
rd
Davies/Rich Jones (Micra) are 3 prior to the
final round while, if Chris Powell/Jim Lewis can
coax their Talbot Sunbeam round the North York
Moors stages, they could possibly move into
runners-up spot. On a good day, the Sunbeam
nd
hasn’t finished lower than 2 but on a bad day,

Having practiced their art throughout last year,
Sam Bilham/Cameron Fair showed
Bart Lang/Sinclair Young on the Woodpecker Stages
no mercy in their pursuit of the Fiesta
Photo: Ralliphotoswales
ST Trophy. Five wins from the first
five events left the others trailing in
their wake. Finlay Retson came up
trumps on the Woodpecker and the
battle for runner-up spot is now
between him and Alasdair Currie. It’s
perhaps worth noting that 15 cars
have scored points at some time
during the season - a welcome
addition to any entry list!
The destination of the RAVENOL
BTRDA Silver Star® Championship
trophy is also still to be decided.
Ashley Davies is the only driver to
have taken maximums on more than
one occasion - his Escort claimed top
spot on the Carlisle and Woodpecker
Stages, but threw its toys out of the
pram on the Nicky Grist.
Rob
Dennis/Andy Boswell’s Escort leads
the charge from the BRM Avenger of
Barry Jordan/James Gratton-Smith
and, with just the one event
remaining, the winner will be from
those mentioned above.
Richard Sykes gave the front-wheel
drive contingent something to smile
about by bringing his Citroen DS3
nd
R3T in 2 place, behind Davies, in
Carlisle and then claiming the

Chris Hickman/Alex Stanbury on the Nicky Grist Stages
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

RAVENOL BTRDA® Rally Series
and there have been three so far, it hasn’t
finished at all!...
A finish on the Woodpecker Stages would
probably have put the BTRDA Rally First®
Championship neatly into the hands of Bart
Lang/Sinclair Young. However, their Micra
suffered a broken bottom arm on the opening
stage, leading to the proverbial early bath for the
pair who have led their respective tables since
June. This, in turn, moves the battle for the title
on to the final round of the season and keeps the
hopes of David Perkins/Jordan Joines, in
another Micra, alive.
Andrew Wheatley
appeared on the Woodpecker in his Puma to
take victory and now sits just one point ahead of
Chris Hickman/Alex Stanbury whose MG ZR
also failed to reach the finish line of the
Woodpecker.
After a summer of asphalt events, contenders
for the MAXXIS MSA English Rally
Championship found themselves back on gravel
for the Woodpecker Stages. Callum Black was

quicker than Stephen Petch on both the Spencer
Sport Acropolis Rally, held over the Epynt
Ranges the day after the Nicky Grist, and the
Woodpecker but, due in no small part to Petch’s
attendance on the Tyneside Stages Rally in
early August, it is he who leads the table at this
point. Black can still catch him for the overall
title but, when it comes to the other podium
places, there are any number of drivers who are
still in with a shout!
rd

Pat Naylor (Lancer EVO9) holds 3 ahead of the
similar car of Russ Thompson, with Barry Jordan
(Avenger BRM) right behind him.n From the
smaller classes, Bart Lang’s retirement on the
th
Woodpecker keeps his Micra in 6 place, just
one point in front of Andy Davison (Talbot
Sunbeam VXR). Sacha Kakad (Lancer EVO9) is
still in there fighting and William Hill, on his first
full season of forest rallying, could conceivably
rd
move his Fiesta up to 3 by the close of play.
So, it’s definitely a case of ‘watch this space!’
Andrew Haill

RAVENOL BTRDA® Rally Series

Ravenol

Ravenol

Gold Star

Silver Star

Championship

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Overall Driver
Stephen Petch
Callum Black
Hugh Hunter
Russ Thompson
Sacha Kakad
Overall Co-Driver
Michael Wilkinson
Elliott Edmondson
Rob Fagg
Andrew Roughead
Andy Murphy

Championship
Points
146*
140*
125*
120*
115*
Points
145*
138
127*
126
125*

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Overall Driver
Robert Dennis
Barry Jordan
Ashley Davies
Andy Davison
Sam Bilham
Overall Co-Driver
Andrew Boswell
James Gratton-Smith
Tom Murphy
Cameron Fair
Clive Jones

Points
128
121*
115
115*
105
Points
130
124*
117*
111
95

1400 Championship
1
2
3
4
5

Overall Driver
Ed Fossey
Dave Brick
Carl Davies
Chris Powell
Robert Evett

Points
133
116
104*
88*
82

1
2
3
4
5

Overall Co-Driver
Chris Sharpe-Simkiss
Toby Brick
Rich Jones
Jim Lewis
Phil King

Points
135
114
107*
90*
75

BTRDA Rally First Championship
Driver

Bartholomew Lang
David Perkins
Andrew Wheatley

Points

120
109
89

Co-driver

Sinclair Young
Alex Stanbury
Jordan Joines

Points

121
89
83

The Historic Cup
Driver

Robert Dennis
Steve Ward
Jeremy Wells

Points

96
70
45

Co-driver

Andrew Boswell
Mike Crawford
Ian Jones

Points

96
70
36

RAVENOL BTRDA® Rally Series
BTRDA Production Cup
Driver

Points

Russ Thompson
Sacha Kakad
Patrick Naylor

93*
90*
74

Co-driver

Andy Murphy
James Aldridge
Ian Lawrence

Points

93*
90*
74

The MG ZR Rally Challenge
Driver

Points

Chris Hickman
Robert Evett
George Morrison

61
60
41

Co-driver

Alex Stanbury
Jon Quintrell
Charlie Mason

Points

61
41
21

DMack Fiesta ST Trophy
Driver

Points

Sam Bilham
Alasdair Currie
Finlay Retson

1
2
3
4
5

Driver
Stephen Petch
Callum Black
Patrick Naylor
Russ Thompson
Barry Jordan

Points
133
113
103
94
90

100
73*
55

Co-driver

Cameron Fair
Steven Brown
Tim Tordoff

Co-driver
Michael Wilkinson
Elliott Edmondson
Ian Lawrence
Tom Murphy
Andy Murphy

All results are shown following Woodpecker Forest Stages

Points

100
75*
50

Points
130
108
103
102
93
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Market Leader in steel building components

expertise
Our name is Thomas. If you’re looking for one of the most
reliable and experienced manufacturers of roofing, cladding
and purlins in the UK, then your search is over. With 30 years
under our belt of providing the best possible service in the
industry, we’re determined to make sure whatever the job,
and wherever you’re based, we’ll rise to the challenge.
That’s the Thomas promise.

excellence
Our name is Thomas. We're proud of being one of
the largest independent manufacturers of roofing,
cladding and purlins in the UK. Established for 30 years
our customers choose to work with us for our passion,
integrity and trust. We're totally committed to providing
the best service possible.
That's the Thomas promise.

trust
Our name is Thomas. Welcome to one of the UK's biggest
independent manufacturers of roofing, cladding and purlins.
Our 30 year old reputation as one of the most trusted suppliers
of the highest quality cold rolled steel products makes us proud.
But we never take our reputation for granted, and we will always
go the extra mile to provide you with the best possible service.
That's the Thomas promise.

passion
Our name is Thomas. We are passionate about being
the UK's No:1 manufacturer of roofing, cladding and purlins.
We've spent the last 30 years building one of the finest
reputations in the cold rolled products industry, and we're
determined to make sure whatever your needs, we won't
let you down.
That's the Thomas promise.

Proud Sponsors of the

1400 Championship
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REIS BTRDA® Sporting Trials Championship
As I reported earlier this year we instituted a
completely new class structure in Sporting Trials
following the successful Open Meeting at Burton
on Trent in February. The main thrust was to
encourage older cars to emerge from their
sheds and start competing again, thus providing
lower cost route into the sport and hopefully
enhancing the number of entries on events. To
this end we provided Live Axle classes for Red
and Blue drivers, as well as the Rookie class for
beginners. So far there has not been a big
upsurge of entries in older cars but there are
some encouraging signs in places, such as the
Robin Jager Trial in Cumbria mentioned below.
We had a very successful Training Day at
Shelsley Walsh in March, and as a result we will
almost certainly recruit a couple of new entrants,
and at least one has already bought a live axle
car.
Our Autumn Training Day, at Long
st
Compton on the 21 October is starting to fill up,
although historically this one attracts fewer
entries than the March one.
Just before the deadline for this issue of the
News, the Sporting Trials world has just woken
up from it’s summer holidays, we have run three
events at the time of writing from our second half
of the REIS BTRDA Championship. There are
22 events (of which only the first, the Geoff
Taylor in February, has been cancelled so far
due to weather considerations), which makes it
a huge championship compared to almost any
others. Not only that but we start in February
and end in December, with four months off in
summer.
The first event was the Robin Jager in Cumbria,
th
on the 10 of September, which attracted an

James Alexander and his son competing in
Robin Alexander’s JABS on the
Robin Alexander Trial
Photo: Duncan Stephens

amazing entry of 30, considering the far from
central location, although there were two non
starters. This was a low scoring day, and Simon
Kingsley passengered by his son Matthew took
the honours, but the surprise of the day was an
outstanding performance by local lad Mike
Salton in the live axle Concord who was second
with another local Bryan Walker in the Jedi who
was just one point behind Mike, so the
Northerners dominated the results for a change.
The following week saw the competitors travel
to the opposite ends of the country for the
Cornish Trials Weekend, comprising the Robin
Alexander at Delabole on Roland Uglow’s farm,
th
on Saturday the 16 , followed by the David
Ayers on the Sunday. Roland won the
Alexander, which attracted just 21 entries, on a
much higher scoring day, but Simon Kingsley
was close behind in second place on an
exceptionally wet day. It was good to see James
Alexander (Robin’s son) competing in Robin’s
old JABS, passengered by his son (Robin’s
grandson). It was interesting to note that just
four live axle cars attended in spite of the new
class structure, which provides a separate class
for them with their own awards.
The following day saw the David Ayers Trial in
drying weather, and Simon Kingsley continued
his winning form this year with another win, with
Richard Sharp very close behind. There were
just 19 entries with two non starters. James
Tancock in the old high revving Kincraft took the
Live Axle class, having been an amazing third at
lunch.
We now move to more centrally located events
for a few weeks, and it will be interesting to see
how the entries bear up as the Autumn
season settles in, and in particular if we see
a surge of entries in older cars.
There is not much more to report at this
stage since our second half has only just
started, but the full results of the year to
date, in both the REIS BTRDA
Championship and the MSA British
Championship can be found on the
following pages
Hoping to see you on the hills this Autumn,
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REIS BTRDA® Sporting Trials Championship
Provisional Championship Table After David Ayres Trial
Robin
Alexander

David Ayres

Robin Jager

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Events

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average

1
2
3

Best10

1
2
3

Total

1
2
3

Indi
Indi
Indi

371
350
294

285
282
273

26.5
26.92
26.73

14
13
11

d24
30
28

28
29
27

29
30
28

Blue
Blue
Blue

Indi
Indi
Indi

248
159
154

204
159
154

19.08
17.67
22

13
9
7

22

18
15
24

24
20
25

Red
Red
Red

Live
Live
Live

170
148
117

170
148
117

28.33
29.6
29.25

6
5
4

29
30

Blue
Blue
Blue

Live
Live
Live

250
192
160

250
192
160

27.78
27.43
26.67

9
7
6

28

29

29

28

28

Rookie
Rookie
Rookie

Live
Indi
Live

35
23
17

35
23
17

11.67
23
8.5

3
1
2

Blue
Blue
Red
Blue
Red
Blue
Red
Red
Blue
Red

Live
Live
Live
Live
Live
Live
Live
Live
Live
Live

250
192
170
160
148
136
117
86
86
84

250
192
170
160
148
136
117
86
86
84

27.78
27.43
28.33
26.67
29.6
27.2
29.25
28.67
28.67
28

9
7
6
6
5
5
4
3
3
3

28

29

29

28

28

Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Blue
Red
Blue

Indi
Indi
Indi
Indi
Indi
Indi
Mix
Indi
Mix
Live

363
346
288
292
230
221
201
210
160
160

285
280
267
244
230
221
201
177
160
160

25.93
26.62
26.18
22.46
28.75
24.56
22.33
16.15
22.86
17.78

14
13
11
13
8
9
9
13
7
9

d22
30
27
26
24

28
29
27
26
30
22

29
30
28
R
27

18

15

21

21

20

24

Axle

1
2
3

Red
Red
Red

Class

Position

1
2
3

Driver

Independent Red
Richard Sharp
Simon Kingsley
Andy Wilks
Independant Blue
John Cole
Alan Murton
Colin Flashman
Live Red
Brian Thornton
Mike Salton
Josh Veale
Live Blue
Alan Baker
Dave Hailes
Ian Fullwood
Rookie Class
Phil Blagden
Sandy Veale
Kiel Wright
All Live Axle
Alan Baker
Dave Hailes
Brian Thornton
Ian Fullwood
Mike Salton
Bob Packham
Josh Veale
Stuart Beare
Arthur Carroll
Steve Courts
All Drivers
Richard Sharp
Simon Kingsley
Andy Wilks
George Watson
Roland Uglow
Peter Fensom
Stuart Beare
John Cole
Josh Veale
Alan Baker
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29
30
27

REIS BTRDA® Sporting Trials Championship
2017 MSA British Championship
Provisional Scores after David Ayres Trial
10 rounds to count

Driver
Duncan Stephens
Boyd Webster
Bob Packham
Dave Hailes
Mark Campbell
John Cole
James Tancock
Roger Bricknell
Ian Wright
Ian Fullwood
Pat Henson
Martin Grimwood
Alan Ede
Dave Zank
Mike Readings
Arthur Carroll
Paul Faulkner
Steve Courts
Nick Speed
Mike Baker
Mike Wevill
Alan Murton

Indi
Indi
Live
Live
Live
Indi
Live
Live
Mix
Live
Indi
Indi
Indi
Indi
Indi
Live
Indi
Live
Indi
Indi
Indi
Indi

15
14
13
13
12
11
10
10
9
9
9
9
8
7
6
5
5
5
4
4
3
3

Events

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Total

10
9
10
7
8
5
5
4
6
4
3
6
3
4
3
4
5
3
3
4
4
1

Axle

113
107
105
95
61
52
51
46
45
41
38
37
28
27
26
24
24
22
21
19
16
15

Events

Indi
Indi
Indi
Indi
Indi
Indi
Indi
Indi
Mix
Indi
Live
Live
Indi
Mix
Indi
Indi
Indi
Mix
Indi
Indi
Live
Indi

Total

Driver
Andy Wilks
Simon Kingsley
Richard Sharp
Roland Uglow
George Watson
Julian Fack
Peter Fensom
John Fack
Stuart Beare
Peter McKinney
Mike Salton
Alan Baker
Paul Price
Josh Veale
Andrew Woodhead
Colin Flashman
Barry Hogg
Ian Veale
Bryan Walker
Jerome Fack
Brian Thornton
Ian Bell

Axle

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

1
3
2
3
1
3
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2

Andy Wilks
and Mark Smith
“The Cornish
Weekend”
Photo:
Duncan Stephens
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BTRDA® Car Trials Championship
LOW DOWN TORQUE
Family commitments dictate that I write this
column just before the last qualifying event this
year and the distribution date I would imagine
will fall somewhere around the date of the end
st
of season Grand Final on 1 October. From
what I can make out, and doubtless Simon has
cast his discerning eyes over the championship
tables too, it’s all to play for and a nervous end
to the season awaits a good few competitors.
Great stuff!
The committee meets ahead of the Final to look
back over the year and to discuss next year’s
championship; any matters of interest will be
circulated in a Newsletter. The committee will
then meet up after the Final to wrap up the year,
consider the Best Event award, and finalise the
championship for 2018. It’s a busy time for all
the championship committees, all being run by
enthusiasts for enthusiasts.

have to be long and tedious – they should be
stimulating, amusing, productive and rewarding.
Sounds like management speak, and you can
guess what’s coming next! The Car Trials
committee has shrunk in recent years and needs
new members, not to mention someone to take
over the helm when I’m heaved off for being
more of a burden than an asset. Perhaps you,
yes – you – are someone with a few hours to
spare once in a while that might fit the bill? Do
please make contact before we send out a
posse to enlist volunteers!
The next issue of NEWS comes out in the midst
of “mince pie” season, when we look back over
the season and look ahead to the next. Quite
what Santa will bring remains to be seen…
Best wishes
Neil Mackay
neil.mackay.home@btinternet.com

I know that the mere mention of committees
makes most people melt into the background
and make a hasty retreat but meetings don’t
th

Wye Valley Car Trial, 25 June 2017
Held at their Putley site it had a healthy entry of
29, 10 in class 1, 9 in class 2 and 10 in class3.

storming round on 5 from Steve Courts and
Barrie Parker on 14 and 27 respectivly.

C of C Simon Harris had laid 8 hills out mostly in
their usual places with different tweaks apart
from hill 7 where he had found an undulating
route through some bushes to a steep climb to
finish.

Round 2, Trevor Moffatt was still on form as it
started to rain which had some effect depending
on where you were in the running order. Class
2, Ray Jacobs just getting the better of Mark

Round 1, Trevor Moffatt
getting the best of his
class 1 on 41, (the score
showing how difficult
conditions
underfoot
were)
with
Shawn
Franklin
and
Henry
Kitching hard on his
heels. The new hill 7 was
causing class 1 some
problems
with
the
undulating
nature
through it’s bushes.
Class 2 and Mark Hoppe
was on form keeping Ray
Jacobs at bay. In class 3
Dave Oliver had a

Chris Judge at the Wye Valley Trial
Photo: Angela Danby
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BTRDA® Car Trials Championship
Hoppe. Class 3 and it was Steve Courts turn to
show the way.

increase his lead in class 2, as did Dave Oliver
in class 3.

Round 3, after a short break for lunch Henry
Kitching found form to take a lead over Trevor
Moffatt. Class 2, Mark Hoppe and Ray Jacobs
were locked in battle for a tie, scores really
dropping. Class 3 scores of 2, 3 and 4 for Dave
Oliver, Steve Courts and Barrie Parker
respectively, but saw the retirement of Andy
Wilks/Mark Smiths superb looking Midget with
gearbox/diff problems.

All hills were altered during the day to keep them
a real challenge, a shortage of marshals led to
one hill being self marshalled, but another great
event from Simon Harris and his team at Ross
and District Motor Sports Club.
st

1 o/a
st
1 class 1
st
1 class 2
1st class 3

D. Oliver
H. Kitching
M. Hoppe
S. Courts

Round 4, Henry Kitching still leading, he and
Chris Judge had the only clears of the day in
th
class 1, Mark Hoppe had a good 4 round to

DJO

Gerry P Evans Cymru Car Trial, 22 July 2017
Shawn Franklin travelled to the Cymru Car Trial
for the first time and won overall, ending Henry
Kitching’s two year dominance of the new car
class by two points on the day. A stunning climb
during the last round, as conditions deteriorated
following heavy rain, gave an jubilant Franklin
the win, his second in three events. Rupert
North took his customary class win in his Mini to
finish third overall. Meanwhile, in the rear wheel
drive class, Steve Courts beat Barrie Parker by
just two points, having trailed with a round to go.
th
The 55 Gerry P Evans Cymru trial also saw the
inter association team trial with teams of three
representing four different MSA associations.
The ANWCC team of Henry Kitching, Rupert
North and John Wadsworth won by just a

combined 3% from the South West team of Mark
Hoppe, Shawn Franklin and Barrie Parker. This
is the first time the ANWCC had won the coveted
trophy, coincidentally while hosting.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Shawn Franklin, Citroen Saxo, 78.7%
Henry Kitching, Vauxhall Corsa, 80.3%
Rupert North, Rover Mini, 85.7%
Steve Courts, Hillman Imp, 90.8%
Barrie Parker, Westfield SEi, 92.1%
Trevor Moffatt, Vauxhall Corsa, 100.8%
Mark Hoppe, Rover Mini, 108.2%
John Wadsworth, Ford KA, 109.8%
Chris Judge, Citroen Saxo, 113.9%
David Allman, Citroen Saxo, 118.9%

rd

HCC Wales Car Trial, 23 July 2017, Clwyd Vale Motor Club
The trial made up the second event of July's
Welsh weekend, Saturday saw the regulars
slide around in the mud at the Gerry P Evans
Memorial Cymru Trial hosted by North Wales
Car Club, a wet day competing but lots of fun, it
only rained at lunch break but the ground was
wet all day.
A few of us headed off for a night’s camping and
merriment in a local pub which all adds to the fun
of the weekends away, but leaves to slightly sore
heads on the Sunday.
Sunday proved to be a dryer day than the
Saturday although a little wet to start with; it
would dry as the day wore on. The classes were
fairly well balanced with 10 in class 1, 6 in class

2 where I was running and 7 in class 3. This
works out well for the index scoring system
which works out the overall winner of the event
using a percentage of class average. I don't
really know how it works but if you have fairly
equal classes I know that’s good.
They had set out 8 hills to be attempted 4 times.
The venue hasn't been used for a few years - we
had been a mile or two down the road at another
site, but this one seems to favour my Mini a bit,
the grass is nice and short and although lumpy
and bumpy I seemed to be able to find traction
here.
The hills ranged from being open and twisty to
steep and tight with bumps and off camber parts
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to catch the unwary out. A couple had some
very well gauged steep bits which were splitting
the entry well. Some made it, other didn't, good
for results, punishing if you didn't make it.

a heroic effort on a particularly tricky part of one
of the sections, getting further than anyone had
managed all day the poor engine expired and it
wouldn't run any more.

Adjustments to the hills in-between rounds
improved matters and kept us on our toes, by
lunch the classes were all very evenly spread
out and it was hard to spot an obvious winner
emerging, so all to play for in the afternoon.

At the end of the day and 32 hills later class 1
was tied at the front with both Shawn Franklin
and Trevor Moffatt, both with 121 marks
dropped, with Shawn coming out with the class
win on the tie break rules.

I was leading class 2 at this point and it definitely
focuses you knowing you need to maintain that
lead a silly mistake can really ruin your day in
car trialling, you don't get to go back for another
run. With the sun shining and the ground drying
it was all looking good. The hills were still
getting little tweaks here and there but it was
definitely a day for a small car, and they don't
come much smaller than mine.

Class 3 had Dave Oliver first overall and Steve
Courts second with Dave dropping only 20
marks on the first round, which held everyone off
for the rest of the event.

Disaster nearly stuck for Dave Oliver who was
leading class 3, having retired on Saturday with
mechanical issues heading hundreds of miles
home to fix it and driving back for Sundays event
it seemed cruel to breakdown 2 hills before the
rd
end of the 3 round and not even get classed as
a finisher. As we made our way over the field
going to the sections it looked done for as he
went for his tow car, the next time we saw him it
was all running again, good news for Dave, and
he went on to win class 3 by quite a margin.
It was a disaster for Kevin Roberts and Ioan
Roberts double driving a Dutton, after putting in

Which left myself as the overall winner from
class 2, very close on index with only 2%
separating myself from Dave.
Mark Hoppe, who had spent the weekend
double driving the Mini came away with first in
class and Dave Walker picked up second in
class.
Nice to see 14 year old Sion Griffiths out with his
dad, in a Micra. It's tough doing national 'B'
status events when you don't even drive on the
road but a day of large improvements showed
much promise.
An enjoyable day and a thoroughly enjoyable
weekend all round for myself, good events, good
company and an overall win to keep my
championship hope alive a bit longer.
Rupert North

John Charles
at the
Wye Valley Trial
Photo: Angela
Danby
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th

Gaby Mohr Trial Sunday 10 September 2017
Wolverhampton and South Staff Car Club
This was the last qualifying round of both the
BTRDA and MSA Championships this year. The
st
BTRDA still has its Grand Final to run on 1
October, so you will probably read about that in
the Christmas edition, but for many this
important last round was going to finalise the
positions of all award winners, overall and
classes, in the MSA Championship. Four
people were vying for the top three places and
many more for class honours.
John Fox and the Wolvs team were using their
recently acquired new site which offers ample
scope to set challenging hills and is a few miles
west of Bridgnorth. For various reasons, most
of which I do not know, some competitors were
not driving their normal steeds. Notably Kevin
Roberts was in a ‘borrowed’ tidy works ‘Rallio’
Micra in class 2, instead of his temperamental
Dutton, Mark Hoppe was in one of his Saxo fleet
– the one with the neat ‘lightening’ drill holes on
the doors and wings and most surprisingly,
overall contender Rupert North was in an 1124
Saxo he’d found on next door’s drive!.
Ah well, I’m sure they had their reasons….
It had rained heavily for most of the previous
day, and rain was forecast again for the Sunday.
Slick organisation allowed the event to start a bit
early in an effort to avoid this rain, and we set in
three groups to different start hills. There were
Henry Kitching at
the Wye Valley
Trial
Photo:
Angela Danby

to be 5 rounds of six hills. In spite of all the rain
the previous day, the lush grass and well
drained ground absorbed the water and only a
couple of hills became greasy and muddy.
The front runners from each class made their
mark on the first round with Phil Buckle and
Dave Oliver on 4 and Trevor Moffatt opening up
a good lead in Class 1, on 18. This pattern was
to continue over the next two rounds with Dave
and Phil having exceptional scores, however in
class 1 the tables were turning. Rupert was
getting to know his neighbour’s little Saxo and
started to haul in Trevor with his 1600 Corsa.
Favourite Shawn Franklin was off the pace a bit
and was drifting away from the two leaders. I
suspect it might have been nerves as he had a
lot to do to hold on to his Championship lead –
with three others vying for the top positions.
After a short lunch break, still with no rain to
speak of, we carried on with the last two rounds.
It was becoming clear that Rupert was taking
advantage of one hill – his bonus hill – which he
and his car seemed most suited to, and he
whooped his fellow class 1 crowd convincingly
on most rounds. He finished with a slender lead
in his class over Trevor, with Shawn third quite
a way back. In class 2, Mark chased Phil hard
but couldn’t catch him and Ray Jacobs (Saxo)
rd
th
and Simon Harris (re-built Golf) were 3 and 4 .
Class 3 saw Dave Oliver
maintain a comfortable
lead over Steve Courts
and me 2 behind.
So once the index was
worked out it was Rupert
st
North who had won 1
overall.
Well done
Rupert!. Trevor inherited
Class 1, Phil won Class
2 and Dave won Class 3.
In
the
MSA
Championship, Rupert
North overtook Shawn
Franklin to take the Top
Spot,
Champion
(provisional).
Shawn
was second and me
Third.
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BTRDA® Car Trials Championship
Class 1, Trevor Moffatt, 2, Mark Hoppe and 3,
Dave Oliver. (provisional).
We all now look forward to the BTRDA final with
st
the same club at the same venue on October 1 .

Footnote. I heard that on Facebook, Rupert’s
neighbour reported that her Saxo’s brakes failed
the next morning just before she went off on the
school run. Rupert replied with a comment
‘nothing to do with me, I didn’t use them’. Nice
one.
Barrie Parker.
th

Scorer's Snippets 11 September 2017
We have just had our last qualifying round, the
Gaby Mohr Trial, and we now know that we have
20 qualifiers for the Grand Final on 1st October.
The Final, of course, will probably have
happened by the time you read this, so best look
at the website to find out who has won the Gold,
Silver and Bronze Stars and all the other
awards.
Of the qualifying events, The Ivinghoe Spring
Trial (Falcon MC) had the most entries with 41,
with Basil Elkington (Sevenoaks MC) next on 40
– both of these include about 20 Clubman
entries. The Ernest Owen (Owen MC) had the
largest National entry of 30, with the Wye Valley
(Ross & Dist) next on 29. The largest contingent
of BTRDA registered entries were at the Wye
Valley and HCC Wales (Clwyd Vale) with 18.
The (ignoring decimal) averages were 28 entries
per event, 20 National entries and 14 BTRDA
registered competitors.
Despite the obvious pitfalls, I’ll make a prediction
or two……..
The Silver Star championship is going to be
amazingly close, with Shawn Franklin and
Rupert North going into the Final with a full

house of 50 points. Steve Courts has 48 and is
well in the hunt, while both Nigel Weeks and I
have 42 and are ready to pick up the pieces if
any of the top three win overall and there is a
retirement or two.
In Bronze Star, Trevor Moffatt has an excellent
47 points to take to the Final with Chris Judge
on 38 and John Charles on 36. While those who
are only eligible for the Final include Dave Oliver
on 49, Barrie Parker and Henry Kitching on 47,
and Mark Hoppé on 45.
But the Silver and Bronze results will depend on
who is going to win the Final overall. All
championship scores at the Final are doubled,
plus the winner of the Final scores an additional
5 points bonus. Another factor is the number of
drivers in each class, and also which class
drivers are going to enter. Steve, Dave, Henry
and Trevor are likely to use their usual steeds,
while Shawn, Rupert, Mark and I could enter
Class One or Two.
So my prediction is that it is too complicated to
call, and I also predict a worthy winner from an
exciting finale.
Simon Harris
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BTRDA® 2017 Championship Events

September 2017

ALLROUNDERS: With the exception of “invitation by qualification” events such as the Car Trial
®
and Sporting Trial Finals all events qualifying for all BTRDA Championships within the calendar
year (1 January – 31 December) will be qualifying events for the Allrounders Championship.
®
Additional events may be selected, of which notice will be given in BTRDA NEWS and on
www.btrda.com. Events for the Speed Group G will be any NON-BTRDA CHAMPIONSHIP
Autocross, Sprint or Hill Climb of National A or National B status. Entrants may choose which of
the events to enter and it is unnecessary to advise BTRDA Ltd in advance of the selected events.
Please check the BTRDA website for updates
Autotest
Oct

1

AutoSOLO
Oxford MC

Car Trials
Grand Final
c/o Wolv & SSCC
John Fox
01902 844399

7
8
14
15

Rallycross

R6 Blyton Park DC
Lincolnshire
Organiser - MDA
Training Day
BTRDA
Sixty & Worcs MC

Mercian Trial
Coventry &
Warkwickshire MC

28/29
21
22

Nov

R7 Croft Circuit
North Yorkshire
Organiser –
DDMC

11
12

Dec

Training Day
BTRDA
Mercian Trial
Coventry &
Warkwickshire MC

Sixty & Worcs MC

4
5

18
19

Sporting Trials
John Southern
NPTCC
Charles Pollard
Peterborough MC

21

22

Rally - Forest

Knutsford & DMC

25
26
2
3

Roy Fedden
Bristol MC
Loughborough
Trial
Loughborough CC

Gloster, 750 MC

9/10
16/17
23/24
30/31

A Crossle Train
towing out Jerome
Fack’s stricken MSR
Robin Alexander Trial
Photo:
Duncan Stephens
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SPECIAL AWARDS 2016 WINNERS
The Stross Rally Trophy

Matt Edwards

Awarded annually to the BTRDA member achieving the best performance(s) or individual result(s) on any
International or National Special Stage Rally Championship/Event. This trophy is awarded upon the
recommendation of the Rally Committee

The Jack Twyford Trophy

Sacha Kakad

Awarded annually to the highest placed BTRDA member driving on the British round of the World Rally
Championship or otherwise any event in the British Rally Championship

The John Gott Memorial Trophy

Jamie Edwards

A Special Award to be presented at the discretion of the Rallies Committee

The Patricia Baldwin Trophy

Kath Skermer

A Special Ladies Award to be presented at the discretion of Council

The Automobile Club de Monaco Trophy

Robin Shuttleworth

Awarded to the winning driver in the Gold Star Series Historic Cup

HONORARY MEMBERS FOR LIFE
DEREK SMITH: Joined the BTRDA in 1951, competing regularly, particularly in Autotests, and won the Flather Star in1963.
After three years as Secretary of the Autotest Committee he became General Secretary of the Association from 1967-1982 and was
also Treasurer during the same period. As Chairman of the Rallycross Committee from 1976 to 1978, and a Group 1 RAC
Timekeeper, he did much to improve the standards of timekeeping at BTRDA Rallycross and Autocross events

PHIL and JANET DARBYSHIRE: Phil and Janet have been actively associated with the BTRDA since the 1960’s, and both
served on the Autotest Committee and since the Mid. 70's on the Allrounders Committee. Phil is still a member of Council and has
served on the Rallycross committee since 1984. Additionally they have been involved in the production of the BTRDA News

BRIAN and MARGARET STAPLETON: Though almost exclusively with Sporting Trials Committee, Brian and Margaret
have also served the Association since 1974 with Brian acting as Committee Secretary and Margaret as a co-ordinator for the
Sporting Trials Dinner. Both continue to take an active interest in the BTRDA.

MIKE and HAZEL STEPHENS: Mike has been involved in BTRDA activities for over 40 years, primarily concerned with the
Production Car Trial committee and was its champion many times over, but also as secretary to the Rallies committee during the
period of greatest development of both road and special stage championships. Chairmanship of the Association was taken up in
1982, and only relinquished in 1988 to the more demanding role of General Secretary until 2004. Hazel has been in charge of the
organisation of the AGM and Awards Presentation day from 1988 until 2013, and between them, their household has looked after
the distribution and posting of News and Clear Round since the early 1980’s. They continue to be involved with various activities of
the Association, including book-keeping, and the Clear Round.

HOWARD WILCOCK: Howard joined the BTRDA Rally Committee in 1979 and has been involved with the BTRDA Rally
Championships since 1987, firstly with the Clubmans Championship, and subsequently the Gold Star Championship, as
Championship Co-ordinator. Throughout this period, his wholehearted commitment has been unstinting, his judgement and
decisions taken about the format of the championship as a whole have been crystal clear, resulting in the Gold Star Championship
being the pinnacle of clubman motorsport. He continues to be involved in the championship, and represents BTRDA on a number of
MSA Committees

BRIAN MIDGLEY: Brian has been involved with BTRDA for over 40 years, principally associated with the production car trial
world where he was committee chairman, and fierce competitor, for many of those years, whilst he was also responsible for the
Association’s awards for almost a decade. A constant and authoritative member of Council, he became a director of the Association
upon its conversion to a Limited Company, and was subsequently elected as President in 1989. His tenure of that position saw the
Association make great strides forward, both in its dealings with the MSA and in the motorsport world at large. His was the greatest
contribution in the re-organisation of the Association into Holding, and Operational, companies that exist today.

MIKE SONES: Mike joined BTRDA in 1972 specifically to contest the Production Car Trial Championship, and moved on to the
Autotest Championship in 1974. Having been rallying since 1963, he joined the Rallies Committee in 1977 and ran the Road Rally
Championship until it’s conclusion in 1987. Membership of the Allrounders/NEWS Committee began in the mid ‘70s, and the
organisation of the AGM and Luncheon followed the retirement of Ron Kemp in the mid ‘80s. He was elected Treasurer in 1982 and
served in that role until 1993. The Autotest Committee was joined in 1994, a membership that continues to this day. The Sporting
Trials Championship was contested for a few years in the late ‘90s. In addition, he chairs the Rallycross Committee and is involved
in the management of the MSA Asphalt Rally Championship. He was involved in the Association’s conversion to a Limited
th
th
Company, in the formation of the Holding and Operational companies that exist today, and in organising the 60 and 75
Anniversary celebrations. He was elected Chairman of Council in the Golden Jubilee Year of 1988 and continued in that position
until retiring in 2014.

BERNARD BAKER: Bernard joined the Autotest Committee, representing event organisers, when Eastern Counties MC won
the best event award for their Felixstowe round in 1977. He subsequently became committee secretary in 1980, a role he finally
relinquished in 1997. His accountancy skills also brought him to the attention of BTRDA Council, when he was asked to take the
role of Treasurer during 1994, a position subsequently confirmed at the AGM in 1995. He continued in the role until the end of 2014,
having successfully reported on the financial affairs of both the Holding and Operational companies for 20 years.
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Gold Star® Champions 2016
Allrounders
Autotest
Car Trial
Forest Rally Driver
Forest Rally Co-Driver
Rallycross
Sporting Trial

Jamie Yapp
Alastair Moffatt
Henry Kitching
Charlie Payne
Carl Williamson
John Ward
Josh Veale

AutoSolo Championship
Alec Tunbridge

BTRDA® Challenge Winners
Asphalt Rally FWD
Asphalt Rally RWD

William Hill/Richard Crozier
Geoff Glover/Keith Baker

2017 Gold Star Autotest Champion
Richard Pinkney on Donington’s Tarmac Lake
Photo: Fern Motorsport

